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This bold and brilliant book asks the ultimate question of the life sciences: How did the human
mind acquire its incomparable power? In seeking the answer, Merlin Donald traces the evolution
of human culture and cognition from primitive apes to artificial intelligence, presenting an
enterprising and original theory of how the human mind evolved from its presymbolic form.

“Origins of the Modern Mind is an admirable book… Its author displays throughout an engaging
enthusiasm, a fertile imagination and an impressive knowledge of his subject-
matter.”―Christopher Longuet-Higgins, Times Literary Supplement“A fine, provocative and
absorbing account of what makes humans human.”―Kirkus Reviews“Nowadays one hears…that
hand-held calculators destroy young people’s motivation to learn arithmetic. But not to worry,
says Merlin Donald, author of this revelatory but demanding history of human consciousness.
He welcomes the computer, as well as other forms of electronic storage and manipulation of
data and images, including TV, as the highest stage of mental development―and perhaps the
final one.”―John Wilkes, Los Angeles Times“A wonderful book that deserves to be read by
everyone interested in the human mind. It weaves together the best available evidence into a
convincing theory of cognition, culture, consciousness, and communication―their structure,
evolution, meaning, and future.”―Hans Moravec, Carnegie Mellon University“A radically different
evolutionary framework for the understanding of mind and behavior: I don’t know when I have
enjoyed reading a book more, or when I have learned so much from one.”―Sheldon White,
Harvard UniversityAbout the AuthorMerlin Donald is Emeritus Professor in the Department of
Psychology at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario.
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Luis S., “Evolution to consciousness. Scientifically intriguing and a responsible step by step
journey from biologic responsiveness to consciousness, giving a new appreciation for where
primate ancestors were and to where homo sapiens sapiens has come. A bit heady but well
worth the investment of time. Cheers”

Annie Foerster, “How we got this way. I bought this book to fulfill an assignment for a class I'm
taking in a doctor of liberal studies class, but I'd recommend it to anyone interested in the topic
of how language was developed. It's like a good detective novel--a real page turner. Humans
evolved without a language for many years. Try to imagine that if you can. Then we began to talk
and tell stories, but we didn't have anything to read. Unthinkable. Alphabets, of course, are only
one way of writing and reading and there are reasons why. Now we are post-lingual. We no
longer have to remember everything because we have external symbolic systems to remember
them for us. Fascinating stuff for anyone who might have thought we are just talking monkeys.”

tcat, “Very good summary of evolutionary theories. I work as an agricultural business consultant
providing a variety of services to individual farms and various agricultural groups around the
world. I find it very helpful to better understand why people think the way they do. Some times
there is a cultural base for the decisions they make and sometimes there may be genetic
predispositions. Donald did a very nice job of covering the state of knowledge on the
evolutionary underpinnings of our cognitive processes and how they intertwine with cultures.
Even though it is a bit dated it provides a great framework to build on.”

John Gillis, “Important precursor. An important precursor to Donald's key book "A Mind So
Rare". This one introduces the theory of human consciousness evolving from three stages of
development involving the culture of proto-humans. A masterful idea that is the best theory we
have of how our remarkable conceptual abilities have arisen so distinctly from the primates we
arose from.”

RickyF, “Interesting, entertaining ideas about the development of the human mind. Well written,
easy to follow and a fascinating topic. I really enjoyed this book. Might re-read it.”

Reg O'connell, “Four Stars. Provided quality background information about understanding
people.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Donald does a fine job of tracing human cognitive abilities. I
highly recommend this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. good read”



The book by Merlin Donald has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 36 people have provided feedback.
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